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Introduction

When stellar light passes through a planet's atmosphere, molecules in the atmosphere can absorb or 
re-emit different light wavelengths, which leaves a characteristic fingerprint on the light that reaches us. 
By measuring the change in the dips (transit depth) as a function of wavelength/frequency of light, we 
can work out which molecules or clouds absorb photons in the atmosphere and understand the planet's 
chemistry, temperature, cloud coverage, wind speeds, and climate.

One of the main challenges of studying exoplanetary atmospheres is the complexity of the planetary 
models required to understand the complex processes happening in their atmospheres, including 
chemistries, clouds, and dynamics. To overcome the challenges of analyzing spectral data from 
exoplanetary atmospheres, machine learning (ML) techniques can be used. By using ML algorithms to 
classify and characterize exoplanetary atmospheres based on their spectral features, we can obtain 
more reliable and comprehensive results than traditional manual inspection and interpretation methods. 
ML techniques can also help identify potential candidates for further study and determine which 
exoplanets may have the necessary conditions for life to exist.



Literature Review (MN18)

The introduction of this paper discusses the importance of studying exoplanet atmospheres and the challenges associated 
with analyzing the data obtained from observations. It highlights the need for new methods that can accurately and 
efficiently retrieve atmospheric parameters from exoplanet data. The paper proposes a new method that uses machine 
learning algorithms to analyze exoplanet data and retrieve atmospheric parameters, and it presents the results of testing 
this method on simulated data. The introduction also provides an overview of the structure of the paper and the 
contributions of the research.

The paper uses simulated data to test the new method for analyzing exoplanet atmospheres using machine learning 
algorithms. The authors generated a grid of atmospheric models with varying parameters, such as the presence and 
abundance of different molecules, and used this grid to train the machine learning algorithm. They then used the algorithm 
to retrieve atmospheric parameters from the simulated data and compared the results to the true parameters used to 
generate the data.

They trained their model on 80,000 synthetic spectra and used it to analyze 20,000 more synthetic spectra. They found 
that the outcomes of the retrievals converged when the number of trees used exceeded 100. They also tested the retrieval 
outcomes with different levels of assumed noise floors, which represent the uncertainty in the transit depths of the data 
points in the synthetic WFC3 spectra. They found that the variance associated with the true versus predicted values of the 
parameters decreased when the assumed noise floor was lower.  Overall, these tests demonstrate the robustness of the 
authors' implementation of the random forest method for analyzing the synthetic spectra.



Paper DataSet Model Limitations

Márquez-Neila, Pablo et al. 
(2018)

Data based on a simple analytical 
model derived in Heng & Kitzmann 
(2017) which provides a range of 
atmospheric parameters and 
corresponding transit spectra for 
testing and validating inversion 
methods.

Random Forest ● Simulated Data
● Limited set of parameters
● Biases in the training data

Munsaket, Patcharawee et 
al. (2021)

Simulated photometric observational 
data of hot Jupiters generated by the 
PLanetary Atmospheric Transmission 
for Observer Noobs (PLATON) software

Random Forest ● Simulated Data
● Focus on hot Jupiters
● Using just RF and no 

comparison

Nixon, Matthew C. and Nikku 
Madhusudhan.(2020)

The AURA forward model (Pinhas et al. 
2018), is used to generate synthetic 
spectra in the wavelength range of WFC3

Random Forest ● The paper only considers two 
hot Jupiter exoplanets

● Their approach struggles to 
deal with higher dimensional 
parameter spaces efficiently.



Simulated Data (100,000)(80% split for training and 20% for testing)

We used the dataset used by the authors of the MN18 paper for initial experimentation. The dataset of 100,000 
noisy synthetic spectra was generated by using the forward model of Heng & Kitzmann (2017). The spectra 
were generated in the wavelength range 0.8 - 1.7 μm, and five parameters described each spectrum: 
temperature (T), volume mixing ratios of water (X_{H2O}), ammonia (X_{NH3}), and hydrogen cyanide 
(X_{HCN}), and a constant cloud opacity (k_o). The values of the parameters were chosen randomly from a 
uniform or log-uniform distribution.



WASP 12-b
Using the model trained on the dataset from 
the MN18 paper to predict the atmospheric 
composition of the planet WASP12-b.

HD 209458b
Using the model trained on the dataset from the 
MN18 paper to predict the atmospheric composition 
of the  planet HD209548b.



Trained a Random forest using the generated 
data from the models and to predict the 
planetary parameters(eg. Temperature)  from the 
observed spectra of a planet.

Random Forest Algorithm 



True (y) versus Predicted (ŷ) values of the temperature by different Regression models 



PyCaret

The Pycaret package was used to 
find the best algorithm for a 
regression problem and it was 
determined that the most suitable 
algorithms for the given dataset are 
Extra Trees Regressor and Random 
Forest Regressor, this suggests that 
the data has complex relationships 
and the chosen algorithms are 
capable of handling such complexity



● We want to use the Dataset from the Ariel ML Data Challenge which is 
generated with Alfnoor, which combines the open source TauREx 3 
atmospheric modelling suite with the official Ariel instrument simulator ArielRad 
to produce large-scale simulations of atmospheres.

● Use Extra trees regressor because its faster,less compute heavy and best 
suites the type of dataset we are using. Try to explore its performance on 
wider range of exoplanetary atmospheres and try using it on real observational 
data.

● Explore the possibility to applying neural networks if time permits.
● Developing a more comprehensive and flexible framework for exoplanetary 

atmospheric parameter retrieval using machine learning techniques.

Future Plans
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